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Abstract—Dual connectivity (DC) has been emphasized in both
LTE and 5G networks to utilize a secondary evolved NodeB
(SeNB) connected to the master evolved NodeB (MeNB) that can
simultaneously serve the user equipment (UE) to improve the
per-user throughput as well as the mobility support. However,
the non-ideal X2 link between the MeNB and SeNB and the
dynamic channel condition can cause severe out-of-order packet
arrival problem when transmitting data to the UE via MeNB and
SeNB concurrently, which leads to excessive delay and requires
non-trivial effort to do the de-jitter queueing and retransmission.
In this paper, we propose a Raptor codes based dual connectivity
(RCDC) scheme to solve the out-of-order packet arrival problem
with the reduced delivery delay. The source packets at the MeNB
are coded and separately transmitted to the UE through the
MeNB and SeNB. Due to the unique recover capability of Raptor
codes, the UE can decode the original data if enough encoded
packets are received from either the MeNB or SeNB, and thus
the out-of-order problem can be effectively eliminated without a
dedicated de-jitter process. Mathematical models are developed
to analyze the delay performance and simulation results are
provided to demonstrate that the proposed scheme can solve the
out-of-order packet arrival problem with significantly reduced
delay comparing with the conventional DC scheme.

Index Terms—Concurrent transmissions, dual connectivity,
raptor codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUAL connectivity (DC) network, standardized in 3GPP

Release 12 [1], plays an important role in the LTE and

5G networks which can support some key application scenar-

ios such as ultra-reliable low latency communications

(URLLC), ultra dense network (UDN), etc. [2], [3]. The DC

architecture allows the UE to connect two evolved NodeBs

(eNBs) simultaneously with a non-ideal low capacity and high

latency backhaul links between eNBs, which can improve end

user throughput and reduce the delivery delay. Specifically, in

the DC architecture, a UE can utilize radio resources provided

by a master evolved NodeB (MeNB) and a secondary evolved

NodeB (SeNB) simultaneously, which are connected via a

non-ideal X2 backhaul link (as shown in Fig. 1). Due to the

high throughput and traffic demand at the UE side, we focus

on the 3C architecture for the downlink of the user plane [4]

in which only the MeNB maintains a user plane connection

toward the serving gateway (S-GW), and data from one radio

bearer can be transmitted via both the MeNB and SeNB (as

shown in Fig. 2(a)). The advantage of the 3C architecture is

that the wireless spectrum in both MeNB and SeNB can be

exploited simultaneously to support throughput-sensitive

applications, e.g., AR/VR, video streaming, online gaming,

vehicular communication, etc.

However, DC network cannot function well without the dis-

tributed radio resource management (RRM) and flow control

of U-plane data between the MeNB and SeNB. Otherwise, the

imbalanced utilization for two eNBs may bring an extra delay.

Moreover, data transmission via dual channels may cause the

out-of-order arrival problem due to the excessive delay from

the non-ideal X2 backhaul link, as well as the dynamic traffic

load of both eNBs and the channel variations between UE and

eNB, and the extra time for packet retransmission, which lead

to a high delay variation and cannot effectively support the

edge computing and vehicular network communication sce-

narios in 5G networks.

A flow control algorithm for the X2 backhaul link has been

studied in [5] to address these problems which proposed a heu-

ristic mechanism where the user assists the flow control algo-

rithm in performing a faster adjustment of the bearer split

ratios. A similar problem occurs in the traditional multiple

radio access technology (multi-RATs) systems, and some sol-

utions have been proposed to address this problem by care-

fully controlling the traffic splitting, e.g., Opportunistic Multi-

MAC Aggregation (OMMA) [6], state-independent packet

dispatching (SIPD) and state-dependent packet dispatching

(SDPD) policies [7], etc. However, most of these schemes can

only partially alleviate the out-of-order arrival problem since

the traffic can only be split over different paths in a coarse-

grained manner, which cannot realize an accurate flow control

for the traffic load. One exception is the SDPD policy pro-

posed in [7], which achieves better delay performance by
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making online packet dispatching decisions according to the

current states of all RATs. However, it introduces high signal-

ing overhead for collecting and exchanging the state informa-

tion from all RATs, which is undesired for the DC network

due to the delay and bandwidth limitation over the X2 back-

haul link. In [8], the network coding based schemes have also

been proposed to address the complex transmission manage-

ment on multiple links and optimize the delivery delay and

stability. However, most of the existing studies concentrate on

the multi-RATs condition which is not quite similar to the DC

network, where the X2 backhaul link may cause undesirable

delay and the under-utilization of the SeNB, especially for the

high traffic load.

The fountain codes have been utilized in heterogeneous net-

works for caching and delivery the massive data with high

fault-tolerance and low cost [9], [10]. As a new family of

fountain codes, Raptor codes can achieve a linear encoding

and decoding time complexity [11], while other coding

schemes such as the random linear network coding needs to

decode a batch of packets using Gaussian elimination with

high time complexity, which is undesirable under a heavy traf-

fic condition. In our recent work [12], the authors have pro-

posed to adopt Raptor codes to address the aforementioned

problems in the DC network. The basic idea is to encode the

source packets at the MeNB using Raptor codes, and the

encoded packets are transmitted separately through the MeNB

and SeNB. Due to the unique feature of Raptor codes which

only need enough encoded packets for decoding, the UE can

recover the original packets as long as enough encoded pack-

ets are received from either MeNB or SeNB. Thus the packet

out-of-order arrival problem can be effectively solved without

complex signaling overhead between the MeNB and SeNB.

In this paper, we extend the work in [12] and propose a Rap-

tor codes based dual connectivity (RCDC) scheme. Consider-

ing the heavy traffic load conditions and the bandwidth-

consuming scenarios, we introduce an early encoding method

which can improve the link utilization of the SeNB. Mathe-

matical models are provided to analyze the performance of the

proposed scheme based on the batch of arrival according to

the Poisson process following the traffic load characteristics.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

� This paper proposes a novel flow control scheme in the

DC network that uses Raptor codes to eliminate the out-

of-order arrival problem and the retransmission, as well

as to reduce the delay from variable channel states,

which can support the URLLC application scenario

with a high computational efficient network coding

method.

� A dedicated RCDC layer is integrated into the current

network stack, which is responsible for the encoding

and decoding operations at the MeNB and UE respec-

tively. In addition, we propose an early encoding

method to address the under-utilization problem of the

SeNB due to the X2 backhaul delay between the MeNB

and SeNB.

� The queueing process is analyzed to describe the deliv-

ery delay of the proposed scheme as well as the conven-

tional DC scheme within different parameters. Based

on the mathematical model, the relationship between

the block size for the encoding process and the delay

performance is studied, and then an enhanced sub-block

encoding scheme is proposed, which aims to find the

optimal sub-block size for the Raptor codes based dual

connectivity scheme to further reduce the delivery

delay.

� The performance of the proposed methods are studied

via the numerical results and extensive simulations,

which are conducted to demonstrate that the enhanced

sub-block encoding scheme achieves the optimal delay

performance under different network settings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II, we briefly review the related works in literature. In

Section III, we introduce the RCDC protocols. Queueing mod-

els are developed for the conventional DC scheme and RCDC

scheme, as well as the improvement in Section IV. Simulation

results are presented in Section V to evaluate the performance

of the proposed schemes. Finally, we conclude this paper in

Section VI.

Fig. 1. Typical deployment scenario for dual connectivity networks.

Fig. 2. User plane architectures for dual connectivity architecture.
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II. RELATED WORK

Dual connectivity is one of the key technologies standard-

ized in Release 12 of 3GPP specifications for the Long Term

Evolution (LTE) networks [1] and the 5G networks [13], which

allows the UE to connect with an MeNB and an SeNB simulta-

neously. The architecture and protocol for both user plane and

control plane are standardized in 3GPP Release 12, in which

different alternatives can be deployed in a different environ-

ment. Two different DC scenarios in which the MeNB and

SeNB are on the same or the different carrier frequencies are

discussed in [4], and inter-node radio resource aggregation for

these scenarios are proposed to improve the user throughput.

The handover enhancement based on different scenarios is pro-

posed in 3GPP Release 13. A comprehensive overview of the

standardized DC feature, the architectural enhancements as

well as the detailed performance results can be found in [14].

Specifically, the problem of optimal resource allocation for

traffic offloading via DC has been discussed in the literature. A

flow control algorithm of data over the X2 interface is proposed

in [15], which shows that the trade-off can be appropriately bal-

anced by configuring the target buffering time in the SeNB and

the flow control periodicity, which can reduce the packet sched-

uling overhead. In [5], [16], the authors propose an adaptive

bearer split control algorithm to maximize user satisfaction and

the quality of service in DC network. The authors in [17] pro-

pose an efficient scheme to minimize the total mobile data cost

of the MeNB by offloading data to the SeNB, which is based on

the joint optimization of the MeNB’s traffic scheduling and

transmitting power allocation. A downlink traffic scheduling

(DTS) scheme for the MeNB is proposed in [18], in which the

MeNB periodically executes the proposed DTS scheme to

arrange the data rate of downlink traffic splitting to SeNBs for

UEs in the DC network.

However, most of the aforementioned traffic splitting

schemes in the DC network may cause the packet out-of-order

arrival problem at the UE which needs to introduce an accurate

flow control mechanism. Such problem has been also studied in

the traditional multi-homing, multi-path routing or multiple

radio access technology (multi-RATs) systems. Some transport

layer solutions such as [19] and [20] have been proposed to

enhance the congestion control mechanisms of the widely

deployed TCP protocol with multi-homing supports in existing

protocols. In MPTCP [21], multiple transport paths are used to

increase the overall utilization, which requires a larger receiver

buffer than that of a single-path TCP to store out-of-order pack-

ets from different paths due to the diverse characteristics of dif-

ferent RATs. A software defined network (SDN) based

multipath control has been studied in [22], which introduces an

actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm to address the

subflow congestion under highly mobile and dynamic environ-

ment. The congestion control mechanism can effectively

increase the throughput but depend on a real-time environment,

which need a high reliable state feedback mechanism. There

are also some link layer solutions in the literature. For example,

Opportunistic Multi-MAC Aggregation (OMMA) scheme [6]

focuses on the multiple RATs operating on independent

spectral bands, while Generic Link Layer (GLL) [23] integrates

multiple RATs at the link layer to achieve better control of con-

current packet transmissions by exploiting multi-radio diver-

sity, but it relies on the states of all links, and thus involves

much higher complexity. In [24], a dynamic radio resource slic-

ing framework for a two-tier heterogeneous wireless network

is proposed which uses software-defined networking to re-

manage the radio spectrum resources into different bandwidth

slices for different base stations which can realize a high net-

work utility with low overhead. In [7], the online packet dis-

patching problem for concurrent transmission in heterogeneous

multi-RAT networks is considered, and two policies, namely

the state-independent packet dispatching (SIPD) and state-

dependent packet dispatching (SDPD) policies, are proposed to

assign the packets to different RATs according to their traffic

loads and links states, such that packet reordering delay at

the destination can be minimized. These schemes are either

ineffective in alleviating the out-of-order problem due to

coarse-grained control of the traffic splitting, or incurring high

signaling overhead since the states of different paths have to be

collected online. A precoding compensation scheme proposed

in [25] can improve the flow control accuracy which may be

impacted by some outdated information and can reduce the

state exchange for different channels in the heterogeneous net-

works but introduce a high computational complexity.

Recently, the network coding scheme has been adopted for

the multi-RAT and multi-path routing schemes to address the

out-of-order arrival problem of traffic control in literature.

In [26], the authors propose a network coding based multipath

TCP scheme, in which the subflows deliver linear combina-

tions of the original data, which can reduce the delay of the

packets and avoid the overflow of the receiver buffer. A foun-

tain code-based multipath TCP is proposed in [27], which can

effectively mitigate the negative impact of the heterogeneity

of different paths with the allocation algorithm for encoded

symbols to different subflows based on the expected packet

arrival time over different paths. In [8], the authors propose a

framework of video streaming with multi connectivity and

network coding, which mainly shows the effectiveness of net-

work coding from several simulations. However, these

schemes are based on the transport layer, which needs to

address the long round trip time (RTT) and multi-hop routing

problems. Most of them concentrate on the overall throughput

in the system and does not specifically consider the character-

istics of the DC network. The general scheme based on the

network coding for reducing the de-jitter time at the UE for

multi-path routing scheme is proposed in [28] which motivates

us to adopt Raptor codes in the DC network. In this paper, we

focus on the DC network and take into account the impact of

the backhaul link. A Raptor codes based scheme is proposed

to simplify the management of the transmission, enhance the

utilization of the SeNB and reduce the delivery delay. Particu-

larly, Raptor codes are used in this work to encode the original

packets for the following reasons. Firstly, Raptor codes are a

new family of fountain codes which is also known as rateless

codes [11], [29]. The rateless property allows the UE to

recover the original packets by retrieving any subset of encoded
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packets of a size slightly larger than the set of source packets,

which is more flexible and reliable with lower communication

overhead than the conventional ARQ based transmission

scheme, whereby the UE missing a source packet must success-

fully receive another source packet it has not previously

received which introduces additional overhead. Secondly, com-

pared with other codes widely used with OðN3Þ complexity,

e.g., random linear network codes, the fountain codes, such as

LT codes, have a superior decoding time complexity of

OðN lnNÞ [30] and Raptor codes can further reach a linear

decoding time complexity OðNÞ by introducing a precoding

process [11], where N is the number of source packets to be

encoded. With the Raptor codes based dual connectivity

scheme, the queueing models are developed to characterize the

delay performance of the proposed scheme. The enhanced

scheme is proposed to optimize the network delay, and the simu-

lation results are given based on the NS-3 network simulator.

III. RAPTOR CODES BASED DUAL CONNECTIVITY SCHEME

In this paper, we focus on the downlink transmission in the

3C option of the DC networks as shown in Fig. 2(a). We assume

the packets arrive at the MeNB in batch due to the characteris-

tics of the emerging data-rich applications, such as video

streaming, social messaging, etc. Packets of a batch arrival are

split at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer of

the MeNB, and then transmitted to the UE through the MeNB

and SeNB (via the X2 backhaul) respectively.

The challenges of this DC scenario are three-folded. Firstly,

the MeNB has to make judicious flow control decisions based

on the states (channel condition, traffic load, etc.) of the

SeNB. Therefore, the SeNB needs to report its status to the

MeNB, which introduces non-trivial signaling overhead. Sec-

ondly, due to the transmission delay of the X2 backhaul link,

the reported status of the SeNB may already expire, which

may lead to the inaccurate control and cause the data over-

loaded or underflow in the SeNB. In this case, the imbalance

of different links will result in the delay of a whole batch of

packets. Last but not the least, the UE has to temporarily store

the out-of-order packets in the de-jitter buffer, which leads to

extra delay for re-ordering the packets.

Most of the current solution to address these problems in the

DC network is to adjust and optimize the traffic splitting such

as the SIPD scheme in [7] and the flow control algorithm in [5].

These solutions can effectively minimize the delay in the DC

network and we will propose a model based on traffic splitting

in Section IV-B as a comparison based on these algorithms.

However, some out-of-order problems and the imbalance prob-

lems also existed since the link changes dynamically. The

SDPD scheme in [7] is another solution to address such prob-

lems, which achieves a better performance since the dispatch-

ing decision is made online with real-time data. Nevertheless, it

introduces a high signaling and frequent data exchanging

between two eNBs, which may heavily consume the X2 band-

width and is not desirable for the DC network.

To address the problems above, we propose a Raptor codes

based dual connectivity scheme. In this section, we first

introduce the network models considered in this paper, as well

as the encoding and decoding procedure for the RCDC

scheme, and then propose an early encoding method to

address the under-utilization problem of the SeNB.

A. RCDC Model

Network coding is a packet-level coding technique [31] and

it uses different algorithms to combine source packets and gen-

erate encoded packets. In the wireless network, the network

coding technique can simplify the management of the transmis-

sion on multiple links and provide additional robustness [8]. As

a solution, we propose to adopt Raptor codes in the DC network

to encode the packets at the MeNB, which are then transmitted

separately through the MeNB and SeNB to the UE.

Raptor codes are a new family of fountain codes which have

the rateless property. With Raptor codes, a batch of G source

packets are grouped as an entire, which will be encoded

together and G is the original batch size. For each process of

the encoding, the encoder in the MeNB will calculate the

parameters of the encoding generator and generate the

encoded packets of the original batch. From the characteristic

of the encoding generator of Raptor codes, the encoded pack-

ets can be generated by several random parameters and reach

an infinite number theoretically. For the decoder, due to the

rateless property of Raptor codes, it can successfully recover

the original batch of packets when receiving any subset of

the encoded packets of size slightly larger than the set of the

source packets. In this case, if some packets are lost on the

transmission, it is possible to continue generating the new

encoded packets without the retransmission. This is because

the decoder in the UE can recover the original batch of packets

as long as successfully receiving enough encoded packets

regardless of some specific encoded packets. When an

encoded packet is produced, it can be immediately transmitted

to the UE via either the MeNB or SeNB. The decoder in UE

receives the encoded packets simultaneously from two eNBs

and collects the encoded packets into the buffer. As the design

of the decoding algorithm of Raptor codes [11], the decoder

can recover the source batch from any set of G0 ¼ Gð1þ �Þ
encoded symbols which is slightly larger than G, with � > 0.
By exploiting the rateless feature of Raptor codes, the UE can

decode the original packets as long as it receives enough

encoded packets from either the MeNB or SeNB, and thus the

packet out-of-order problem can be effectively eliminated and

the flow control signaling between MeNB and SeNB can be

significantly reduced. Algorithm 1 and 2 shows the process

for encoding and decoding of one batch of packets at the

MeNB and the UE respectively.

To this end, we introduce a Raptor codes based dual connectiv-

ity (RCDC) layer for the 3C architecture (as shown in Fig. 2(b)),

which is located between the PDCP and Radio Link Control

(RLC) layers to realize the encoding and decoding processes.

The main functions of the RCDC layer are as follows:

� In the MeNB, the RCDC layer is responsible for query-

ing PDCP PDUs and encoding the source packets using

Raptor codes. The encoded packets are separated into
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two streams and forwarded to the RLC layer of the

MeNB, as well as the RCDC layer of the SeNB via the

X2 interface.

� In the SeNB, the RCDC does not involve any encoding

and decoding operations, but only receive the encoded

packets from the MeNB and then forward them to the

RLC layer.

� In the UE, the RCDC layer takes charge of the receiving

of encoded packets from its RLC layers corresponding

to the MeNB and SeNB respectively. After successful

decoding, it passes the packets to the PDCP layer, and

sends an acknowledge (ACK) packet back to the MeNB

and SeNB to notify the end of transmissions for the cur-

rent block of packets.

B. Encoding and Decoding Procedures

The main flow chart of the encoding, transmission, and

decoding procedures of the proposed RCDC protocol is

depicted in Fig. 3 as follows:

1) Upon receiving a batch of packets from the PDCP layer,

the encoder in the MeNB generates a set of encoded

packets using the Raptor coding scheme. A header will

be added to each packet, which contains the necessary

scheme-specific parameters of source block partitioning

including encoding packet identifier (ESI), source block

number (SBN), and some information for forwarding

error correction following the standard Raptor codes

specification (e.g., RaptorQ [32]).

2) The encoded packets are separated into two streams,

one is forwarded to the RLC layer of the MeNB, and

the other one is forwarded to the SeNB via the X2 inter-

face, which is finally transmitted to the UE via the

MeNB and SeNB respectively.

3) After receiving a sufficient number of encoded packets

from the MeNB and SeNB, the UE recovers the entire

block of source packets, and then sends an ACK back to

both MeNB and SeNB.

4) Finally, upon receiving the ACK from the UE, both the

MeNB and SeNB terminate the transmissions of encoded

packets belonging to the current block, and then proceed

to the transmissions of the next block of packets.

C. Early Encoding Method

Following the transmission procedures introduced in the pre-

vious subsection, after receiving the ACK from the UE, both

the MeNB and SeNB stop the transmission of the encoded

packets of the current block, and then the MeNB proceeds

to encode the next block of packets. Due to the delay over

the non-ideal X2 interface between the MeNB and SeNB, the

SeNB will have no packets to transmit before receiving the

next block of encoded packets, which is a waste of the wireless

resource of the SeNB, especially when the traffic load is high.

To address the under-utilization of the SeNB, we propose an

early encodingmethod at theMeNB. Specifically, when the next

block of packets arrive at the MeNB before it receives the ACK

of the current block from the UE, the MeNB can start the encod-

ing of the next block of packets and forward them to the SeNB.

These early encoded packets are stored temporarily at the

RCDC layer of the SeNB. In this way, once the ACK is received

from the UE, the SeNB can start the transmission of the encoded

packets of the next block without waiting for the MeNB, and

thus the idle problem of the SeNB can be avoided.

To this end, we introduce two buffers, the primary transmis-

sion buffer (PTB) and the secondary transmission buffer

(STB), in the MeNB and SeNB respectively. The encoded

packets of the current block are stored in the PTB, while the

early encoded packets of the next block are stored in the STB

of both the MeNB and SeNB respectively.

The early encoding procedure is shown in Fig. 4, which pro-

ceeds as follows:

Algorithm 1. Encoding Process for One Batch of Packets in

MeNB.

1: while A batch of packets queueing in the MeNB do

2: Configure the encoder parameter with Raptor codes for current

batch of packets;

3: Send the parameters to the UE;

4: while UE do not recover the whole batch of packets do

5: Generate the encoded packets in encoder;

6: Send encoded packets to the UE via either MeNB and SeNB;

7: end while

8: Clear all configurations of the encoder;

9: end while

Algorithm 2. Decoding Process for Encoded Packets in UE.

1: if Receive the encoding parameters of a batch of packets then

2: Configure the decoder parameter with Raptor codes for current

batch of packets;

3: while UE do not receive enough encoded packets to recover the

original batch do

4: Wait for the encoded packets;

5: end while

6: Recover the original batch of packets;

7: Clear all configurations of the decoder;

8: end if

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the encoding, transmission and decoding procedures in
the RCDC protocol.
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1) Suppose that the MeNB and SeNB are transmitting the

Nth block, and the MeNB has not yet encoded the next

block (as shown in Fig. 4(a)), the packets of the N th

block is delivered to the SeNB via the X2 interface,

which is cached in the PTB. Meanwhile, the STB is

empty in both the MeNB and SeNB.

2) As shown in Fig. 4(b), the MeNB and SeNB are still

transmitting the N th block. Meanwhile, the next block

of packets arrive, which are encoded and forwarded to

the SeNB, and then temporally stored in the STB in the

SeNB, as well as the MeNB.

3) The UE receives enough encoding packets of the N th

block, an ACK is sent back to the MeNB and SeNB.

Then the encoded packets in the PTB of the MeNB and

SeNB are entirely flushed, and the encoded packets of

next block in the STB can be transmitted immediately

(As shown in Fig. 4(c)).

With the early encoding method, we can neglect the encod-

ing time of one batch of packets under the heavy traffic load

condition. Therefore, the decoding time is the only one we

need to consider in the whole transmission process, which is

on the order of 10�5s to 10�4s [33] and is much smaller than

the transmission time of a packet with the order of 10�3s.

Therefore, the RCDC scheme can effectively eliminate the

delay from the retransmission in the conventional DC scheme.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF QUEUEING MODELS

In this section, we develop queueing based analytical model

to characterize the delay performance of the conventional DC

as well as our proposed RCDC scheme, and provide some

numerical results to investigate the performance of these two

schemes under different batch size conditions.

A. Problem Formulation

Following the networking architecture and traffic model

introduced in the previous section, we assume that the batch

of packets arrive at the MeNB according to a Poisson process

with the arrival rate of � and batch size of G packets, in which

we assume that all packets have the same size. We mainly

consider the theoretical analysis based on the heavy traffic

load conditions, so that the early encoding method is deployed

for the RCDC scheme.

We assume that the packet transmissions are scheduled in

time slots. In the theoretical analysis, the wireless links

between the eNBs and UE can be modeled as a binary erasure

channel [34], thus the packet transmission can be either suc-

cessful or failed in each time slot. Let rj denote the probability
that a packet transmitted by eNB j will be received success-

fully by the UE (i.e., r1 indicates the successful probability of

MeNB and r2 for SeNB). The time elapsed between two suc-

cessful receptions is geometrically distributed. Let Xj denote

the service time for a packet (i.e., the number of time slots

needed for the successful transmission of the packet), then the

probability distribution forXj is given by:

P ðXj ¼ kÞ ¼ rjð1� rjÞk�1; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . (1)

The expected service time E½Xj� and the second moment

E½X2
j � ofXj can be obtained as:

E½Xj� ¼ 1

rj
; E½X2

j � ¼
2� rj
r2j

: (2)

The main definition of the notations used in this paper are

shown in TABLE I.

B. Queueing Model for DC Scheme

In the conventional DC scheme, each batch of packets arrive

at the PDCP layer of the MeNB, and then are transmitted to the

RLC layer of the MeNB and SeNB according to the flow control

Fig. 4. Early encoding procedure.
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algorithm. As shown in Section III, we consider the state-inde-

pendent packet dispatching (SIPD) policy proposed in [7] as a

basic DC scheme, which is a passive method to reach the opti-

mal delivery delay, and then take into account the X2 backhaul

delay in the DC network. Specifically, let fj denote the percen-

tages of packets to be dispatched to eNB j (i.e., j ¼ 1 for

MeNB, and j ¼ 2 for SeNB, and f1 þ f2 ¼ 1), then the traffic

of eNB j is still a Poisson batch arrival process with the batch

arrival rate � and batch size of fjG (as shown in Fig. 5).

Based on these assumptions, we can model the service of

either the MeNB or SeNB as an M/G/1 queue with batch arriv-

als [35]. Specifically, the X2 link delay should be considered

for the SeNB, which is denoted as TX2. Then the expected

delivery delay experienced by the packets dispatched to the

MeNB and SeNB are given by:

Dd
1 ¼

rd1E½X2
1 �

2 1� rd1
� �

E½X1�
þ f1G� 1ð ÞE½X1�

2 1� rd1
� � þ E½X1�;

Dd
2 ¼

rd2E½X2
2 �

2 1� rd2
� �

E½X2�
þ f2G� 1ð ÞE½X2�

2 1� rd2
� � þ E½X2�

þ TX2

1� rd2
;

(3)

respectively, where the first term is the mean waiting time in

the system when packets arrive one by one with rate �Gfj,

and rdj ¼ �GfjE½Xj� is the traffic intensity. The second term

is the extra delay of waiting for the service in the batch, and

the third term is the service time. The fourth term for the

SeNB denotes the X2 link delay.

In order to address the packet out-of-order arrival problem

at the UE, the packets should be dispatched such that the

delivery delay difference between the MeNB and SeNB

should be as small as possible to ensure the minimum delivery

delay for each batch. Therefore, we can optimize the split rate

of one batch to achieve the minimum delay, which can be

formulated as an optimization problem as follows:

min
f1;f2

maxfDd
1; D

d
2g

s:t: f1 þ f2 ¼ 1;

�Gfj <
1

E½Xj� ; j ¼ 1; 2;

fj � 0; j ¼ 1; 2:

(4)

The optimal solution of (4) can be directly obtained under

the following conditions, which can therefore achieve the opti-

mal delivery delay for the DC scheme, called the DC scheme

with optimal split rate (DC-OS):

1) If TX2 � �Gð1�r2ÞþGr2þr2�r1
2r1r2�2 G�r2

,

then f1 ¼ 1 and f2 ¼ 0.

2) Else if TX2 � �ððGþ1Þr1�r2Þþ�Gðr1�1Þ
2r1r2

,

then f1 ¼ 0 and f2 ¼ 1.

3) Else, if �G < r1 and 0 � TX2 < �Gð1�r2ÞþGr2þr2�r1
2r1r2�2 G�r2

,

or if �G � r1 and TX2 > 0,
letDd

1 ¼ Dd
2, we can obtain:

f1 ¼
ððGþ 1Þr1 � r2Þ � �Gðr1 � 1Þ þ 2r1r2TX2

�Gð2� r1 � r2Þ þGðr1 þ r2Þ þ 2r2�GTX2
;

f2 ¼1� f1:

C. Queueing Model for RCDC Scheme

In the RCDC scheme, the encoder at the MeNB can gener-

ate as many encoded packets as needed from each batch of G
source packets, which are then separately transmitted through

the MeNB and SeNB respectively. Since we mainly consider

the heavy traffic load scenario in the DC network, we can

adopt the early encoding in the RCDC scheme so that we can

assume that the encoded packets can transmit to the SeNB to

compensate the X2 link delay. Let NG denote the number of

encoded packets needed at the UE for successfully recovering

the original G packets in one batch, then from UE’s perspec-

tive, as long as it receives NG encoded packets from either the

MeNB or the SeNB, it can decode the current batch of packets

(as shown in Fig. 6). Specifically, NG ¼ Gð1þ �Þ for raptor

codes with � > 0, to ensure NG > G for the successfully

decoding of the UE. Due to the low time complexity for Rap-

tor codes, we assume that the encoding and decoding time is

much less than the waiting time for enough encoded packets

at the UE before being able to decode the whole batch.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

Fig. 5. Queueing models for concurrent transmissions in the conventional
DC scheme.
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Therefore, in our model, we mainly consider the transmission

and queueing time for the whole batch of encoded packets

from the MeNB to the UE as the service time.

Following the channel and transmission model introduced in

the previous subsection, in each time slot, there are three possi-

ble cases for the number of encoded packets received by the UE:

0 packet : p0 ¼ ð1� r1Þð1� r2Þ;
1 packet : p1 ¼ r1ð1� r2Þ þ r2ð1� r1Þ;
2 packets : p2 ¼ r1r2;

8<
: (5)

where p0, p1 and p2 denote the probabilities of receiving 0, 1

and 2 encoded packets in each time slot respectively.

As shown Fig. 7, we can model the reception of the encoded

packets at the UE as a markov chain, since the remaining

packets needed only depends on the previous value. The state

i denotes that i encoded packets are still needed for successful

decoding the original packets. Based on (5), we can see that at

the end of each time slot, the markov chain will make a transi-

tion from state i to states i, i� 1 and i� 2 with the probabili-

ties of p0; p1 and p2 respectively. This process is repeated until
state 0 is reached, which corresponds to the successful recep-

tion of enough encoded packets and being able to recover the

original batch.

Let Ti denote the first-passenger time from state i to state 0

as the service time, and HiðzÞ denote the generating function

of Ti, then we can obtain the following recursive equations for

HiðzÞ from the markov chain:

HiðzÞ ¼ zðp0HiðzÞ þ p1Hi�1ðzÞ þ p2Hi�2ðzÞÞ; i � 2

H1ðzÞ ¼ zðp0H1ðzÞ þ ðp1 þ p2ÞH0ðzÞÞ;
H0ðzÞ ¼ 1:

8><
>:

(6)

The close-form expression for HiðzÞ can be obtained by

solving the recursive equations in (6) as follows:

HiðzÞ ¼2�1�i p1z

1� p0z
� AðzÞ

� �i

1� ðp1 þ 2p2Þz
ð1� p0zÞAðzÞ

� �"

þ p1z

1� p0z
þ AðzÞ

� �i

1þ ðp1 þ 2p2Þz
ð1� p0zÞAðzÞ

� �#
;

(7)

where

AðzÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zðp21zþ 4p2ð1� p0zÞÞ

�1þ p0zð Þ2
s

:

We can obtain the mean service time E½Ti� from HiðzÞ as
follows:

E½Ti� ¼ H 0
ið1Þ ¼

i

p1 þ 2p2
þ
p2 1� � p2

1�p0

� �i� �
p1 þ 2p2ð Þ2

(8)

Similarly, the second moment of Ti can be given by:

E½T 2
i � ¼H 00

i ð1Þ þH 0
ið1Þ

¼ 2p0

1� p0ð Þ2 1�
p2 þ ð1� p0Þ � p2

1�p0

� �i
p1 þ 2p2

2
64

3
75

þ
iðp1 þ 2p2Þ þ p2 1� � p2

1�p0

� �i� �
p1 þ 2p2ð Þ2

þ
Xi
j¼2

� 2p2

ð1� p0Þ p1 þ 2p2ð Þ2 � p2
1� p0

� �j
"

þ
Xj
n¼2

� p2
1� p0

� �j�n 2

1� p0

n

p1 þ 2p2

� 

þ p2

1� p0ð Þ2 � 1

!!#
:

(9)

Note that the expected service time for a batch of G packets

is corresponding to the time for the UE to receive NG encoded

packets, which equals to E½TNG
� and can be given by (8) as

follows:

E½TNG
� ¼ NG

p1 þ 2p2
þ
p2 1� � p2

1�p0

� �NG
	 


ðp1 þ 2p2Þ2
:

(10)

Therefore, in the RCDC scheme, the successful transmis-

sion of a batch of G source packets is equivalent to the recep-

tion of NG encoded packets, with the first and second moment

Fig. 6. Queueing models for the RCDC scheme.

Fig. 7. Markov chain for the reception states of the encoded packets at the
UE.
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of the service time given by E½TNG
� and E½T 2

NG
� respectively.

In this way, we can model the RCDC scheme as an M/G/1

queue with the arrival rate of �, the mean service rate of

1=E½TNG
�, and the traffic intensity of rr ¼ �E½TNG

�.
Finally, we can obtain the mean delivery delay for the RCDC

scheme following the M/G/1 queueing model as follows:

Dr ¼
rrE½T 2

NG
�

2ð1� rrÞE½TNG
� þ E½TNG

�; (11)

where the first term corresponds to the queueing delay and the

second term denotes the expected service time for NG

encoded packets.

D. RCDC Scheme With Optimal Sub-Block Size

From equation (11), it can be seen that the delivery delay

incurred by the RCDC scheme depends on the batch size, in

which the UE needs to wait enough encoded packets for

decoding the whole batch of packets and this may incur a large

delivery delay especially for the large batch size. To investi-

gate this effect, we propose an enhanced sub-block encoding

scheme for the RCDC scheme, in which a batch of the original

packets can be divided into multiple sub-blocks (i.e., the batch

has only one sub-block represents the RCDC scheme), and the

encoding and decoding are performed based on the source

packets in each sub-block. Let K denote the sub-block size,

thus, for a batch of G original packets, they can be divided

into n ¼ dGKe sub-blocks, where d�e denote the ceiling func-

tion. Let NK denote the number of encoded packets required

for successful decoding of the K packets in each sub-block.

Therefore, the first and second moment of the service time for

one sub-block is given by E½TNK
� and E½T 2

NK
� respectively.

In this way, we can model the enhanced scheme as an M/G/

1 queue with batch arrivals with the arrival rate of �, the mean

service time of E½TNK
�, and the traffic intensity of rsub ¼

�nE½TNK
�. Therefore, the mean delivery delay achieved by

this scheme is given by:

Dsub ¼
rsubE½T 2

NK
�

2ð1� rsubÞE½TNK
� þ

ðn� 1ÞE½TNK
�

2ð1� rsubÞ
þ E½TNK

�;

(12)

where the first term is the mean queueing delay in the system

for one sub-block, the second term is the extra delay for wait-

ing for the front sub-blocks being served and the last term cor-

responding to the service time for each sub-block, which can

be obtained by substituting Ti for NK in (8).

In Fig. 8, we show the delay of the sub-block encoding

scheme with different sub-block sizes. For each batch size G,

the number of encoded packets NG required for at least 99%

of successful decoding is shown in Table II based on RaptorQ

specification [32]. It can be seen that the delay firstly reduces

with the increase of the sub-block size and then starts to

increase gradually. For the quite small sub-block size, the rate

of the necessary number of encoded packets for decoding over

the original size is much larger. In this case, the decoder needs

to receive more encoded packets for one sub-block, which

introduces more delay. With different sub-block size, the Rap-

torQ specification formulates the different required encoded

packets, so that the curve is not smooth. For a large sub-block

size, the waiting time for decoding increases so that it will

spend more time waiting for enough encoded packets. There-

fore, for a given batch size, the optimal sub-block size can be

found such that the minimum delay can be achieved with a

tradeoff between the sub-block size and the delivery time,

which is called the RCDC scheme with the optimal sub-block

size (RCDC-OB). Therefore, the RCDC-OB scheme can fur-

ther reduce the delivery delay by adopting the sub-block

encoding scheme.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we firstly compare the performance of the

proposed RCDC and RCDC-OB schemes with the DC-OS

scheme based on the theoretical results derived in the previous

section. We then evaluate the delay performance based on the

simulations via NS-3.

A. Numerical Results

In the DC-OS scheme, the overall delay is determined by

the larger one of two paths as given by equation (3), and the

optimal dispatching ratio can be obtained from (4). Under this

condition, the service rates of the MeNB and SeNB, as well as

the X2 link delay may affect the delivery delay in different

ways. For the RCDC and RCDC-OB schemes, the delay is

determined by the overall service rate of the MeNB and

Fig. 8. Average delivery delay with different sub-block size.

TABLE II
CORRESPONDENCE NUMBER BETWEEN ORIGINAL PACKETS AND DECODING

PACKETS
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SeNB, so the RCDC schemes can be less affected to the differ-

ence of the service rate between two eNBs.

To verify this effect, we present the numerical results to

show the average delivery delay under different service rates

of the MeNB and SeNB in Fig. 9. We fix the sum service rate

of the MeNB and SeNB, and differentiate the service rates of

these two eNBs to achieve unbalanced DC link conditions.

Normally, the SeNB has better channel condition to UE in the

DC network, thus we assume that the UE has the probability

for successful reception from the MeNB in each time slot is

larger than that from the SeNB. The delay of the DC-OS

scheme is given by (4), the network delay of the RCDC

scheme is obtained from (11) and (12) for RCDC-OB scheme.

Fig. 9 shows that under the same sum service rate condition

(e.g., r1 þ r2 ¼ 1:0 or 1.2 respectively), the delay perfor-

mance achieved by the RCDC scheme and RCDC-OB

schemes are at the similar level regardless the service rate dif-

ference between the MeNB and SeNB, which demonstrates

that the RCDC and RCDC-OB schemes can achieve a stable

service and provide the robustness of the transmission. On the

contrary, for the DC-OS scheme, the mean delivery delay

decreases gradually with the increase of the service rate of the

MeNB, which can mitigate the influence from the X2 back-

haul delay to the SeNB. The delay performance of the DC-OS

scheme can even be better than the RCDC scheme when the

differences of two service rates become small, since the

MeNB can serve more packets with a high service rate. In this

case, the impact of the X2 link delay for DC-OS is much

smaller than the impact of the waiting time for enough packets

in the RCDC scheme. It also can be seen that for a larger sum

service rate, the X2 link delay has more impact on the delivery

delay achieved by the DC-OS scheme. The RCDC-OB

achieves the best performance under different conditions

which shows that the scheme has fewer effects on the waiting

time for decoding the whole batch.

In addition, we present the numerical results to show the

average delivery delay by fixing the service rate of the MeNB

and increasing the service rate of the SeNB. From Fig. 10, it

can be seen that the mean delivery delays of all three schemes

can be reduced if the service rate of the SeNB increases given

different service rate of the MeNB (e.g., r1 ¼ 0:2; 0:4 or 0.6

respectively). When the service rate of the SeNB is low, the

RCDC scheme has a relatively worse performance which

shows the impact from the whole waiting time for receiving

enough encoded packets. Nevertheless, the RCDC scheme

outperforms the DC-OS scheme with a high service rate of the

SeNB since the delivery time may become short and the wait-

ing time for enough packets is not the dominant part. By using

the sub-block encoding scheme, the RCDC-OB has better

results under all conditions.

Finally, we provide the numerical results for the delivery

delay achieved by three different schemes under different

batch size condition. As shown in Fig. 11, we can firstly notice

that the delay experienced by all three schemes increase grad-

ually with the batch size. For the DC-OS scheme, this is due

to the increase of the traffic intensity and the queueing delay

in the batch due to the larger batch size. For the RCDC and

RCDC-OB schemes, it is mainly because the number of

encoded packets required to decode the original packets is

increased with the batch size. It can be seen that the RCDC

scheme is effective in reducing the delay comparing with the

DC-OS scheme under the small batch size conditions since

the link utilization of the SeNB can be improved due to the

early encoding method. However, if the batch size is increased

beyond certain region (about 40 packets in this case), the per-

formance gap between the DC-OS and RCDC schemes are

diminishing, and the delay achieved by the RCDC scheme can

Fig. 9. Average delivery delay under different service rate of eNBs with
� ¼ 0:005.

Fig. 10. Average delivery delay under different service rate of eNBs with
� ¼ 0:005.

Fig. 11. Average delivery delay under different batch sizes with � ¼ 0:005,
r1 ¼ 0:2 and r2 ¼ 0:8.
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be even larger than that of the DC-OS scheme, which is unde-

sirable since the waiting time for successful decoding a whole

batch of packets becomes the dominant part and the impact of

the X2 link delay in DC-OS scheme decreases. In addition,

the delay achieved by the RCDC-OB scheme is always better

than the DC-OS scheme, even under the large batch size con-

ditions, which represents that the RCDC-OB scheme can

effectively reduce the waiting delay for enough packets by

adopting the sub-block encoding scheme.

B. Simulation Results

The numerical results have shown the mean delivery delay

achieved by the proposed scheme. In order to evaluate the

instantaneous delay performance for each batch under a

dynamic network condition, we implement the proposed RCDC

and RCDC-OB schemes, as well as the conventional DC

scheme using the NS-3 network simulator. We extend the dual

connectivity module from [36] and considering the pathloss and

the shadowing effects in our simulations. We consider the sce-

nario that one MeNB and one SeNB are connected through a

X2 backhaul link, and one UE can receive the data from both

two eNBs. The traffic arrivals follow the Poisson process and

the main parameters of the simulations are given in Table III.

In the simulation, we introduce four schemes for compari-

sons, namely DC-FIX, DC-OS, RCDC, and RCDC-OB. DC-

FIX is regarded as a benchmark in the DC network with the

split rate of 0.5 which will not be changed under all condi-

tions. DC-OS is the scheme we have introduced in Section IV-

B and the split rate for one batch can be automatically adjusted

following the transmission conditions and the link state. To

deal with the out-of-order arrival problem in the DC-FIX and

DC-OS schemes, we assume that the packet is successfully

received by the UE only if all previous packets in the batch

are received. The RCDC scheme is the fundamental Raptor

codes based dual connectivity scheme and the RCDC-OB

scheme considers the optimal sub-block size.

In Fig. 12, we show the instantaneous delivery delay in

three different scenarios. Fig. 12(a) represents a high traffic

intensity with a larger X2 link delay between the MeNB and

the SeNB, Fig. 12(b) shows a low traffic intensity for the net-

work and Fig. 12(c) shows the scenario with a bursty heavy

traffic load. It can be seen that the delay varies significantly

using the DC-FIX and DC-OS schemes in both two scenarios.

This demonstrates that the traffic load of the MeNB and SeNB

cannot be effectively balanced due to the dynamic network

conditions, and thus may lead to the out-of-order problem and

deteriorates delay performance. DC-OS scheme has a better

performance than the DC-FIX scheme. In some cases, the DC-

OS scheme can even achieve the lower delay which indicates

that under the better channel conditions, the DC-OS scheme

can directly transmit the packets to the UE while the RCDC

schemes have the process of encoding and decoding. How-

ever, the DC-OS still has some large variance from some

short-term high-intensity traffic flows, which indicates the

dynamic split control mechanism for the batch of packets is

not accurate enough under a dynamic channel and traffic con-

dition. In Fig. 12(a), the delay performance is improved using

the RCDC and RCDC-OB scheme with a smaller variation,

and the average delay is also much lower than the conven-

tional DC schemes. This can demonstrate that the RCDC

schemes can outperform in heavy traffic load condition com-

pared with conventional DC schemes. It also shows that the

RCDC-OB scheme achieves better performance than the

RCDC scheme by encoding the packets in smaller sub-block

sizes, which reduces the waiting time for the whole batch of

packets. However, in Fig. 12(b), we can also notice that when

the traffic load is low, although the DC-OS scheme has a large

variation, the delivery delay of most batches are smaller than

that for the RCDC scheme, which shows that the RCDC

scheme is not quite suitable for a low traffic load condition

due to a long waiting time for enough packets to decode. The

RCDC-OB scheme performs better than the RCDC scheme

using the sub-block encoding scheme to reduce the waiting

time for enough packets which achieves a lower delivery

delay. In Fig. 12(c), we set an interval with the scenario of

bursty event, in which the arrival rate � is equal to 0.1, and �
is equal to 0.02 for other time. From the figure, we can see

that in a bursty heavy traffic condition, the conventional DC-

FIX and DC-OS schemes may have some accumulated delays

since the subsequent batch needs to wait for the successful

transmission of previous batches. However, the traffic load of

the MeNB and SeNB cannot be effectively and quickly bal-

anced in conventional DC schemes under the bursty traffic

due to the variable channel conditions. On the other hand, it

can be seen that the RCDC and RCDC-OB schemes achieve a

better performance in such traffic conditions, where the

RCDC-OB scheme has a lower delivery delay. Although the

RCDC-OB scheme has a slight variance during the bursty traf-

fic, it will not bring a large delivery delay which verifies the

robustness of the proposed scheme.

In Fig. 13, we show the average delivery delay and the stan-

dard deviation achieved by these schemes under different X2

link delay conditions (with delays in {0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10}

ms [37]). As seen from the figure, when the X2 link delay is

small, the average delay as well as the standard deviation

achieved by these four schemes are similar, which indicates

the lower X2 link delay has less contribution for the whole

transmission delay. Furthermore, we can see that the DC-OS

scheme has a better performance than the RCDC scheme since

the RCDC scheme needs to wait for enough encoded packets

for recovering the original batch of packets. When the X2 link

TABLE III
MAIN SIMULATION PARAMETERS
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delay increases, the average delivery delay as well as the stan-

dard deviation achieved by these four schemes increase

accordingly. With a high X2 link delay, the performance of

the DC-FIX and DC-OS schemes are significantly affected by

the X2 link delay during the transmission, while the RCDC

and RCDC-OB schemes are much less affected. Among these

schemes, the RCDC-OB scheme achieves the best perfor-

mance in terms of the delay variation and outperforms the

other two schemes with respect to the average delivery delay.

In Fig. 14, we show the average delivery delay with different

batch sizes. The DC-FIX scheme has always the highest delay

under all conditions, which indicates that the fixed split rate

brings the overloaded or underflow problems in the SeNB which

cannot adapt the dynamic network condition. Similar to the

results in Fig. 11, the RCDC scheme is better than the DC-OS

scheme for small batch sizes. However, if the batch size is too

large, it takes a longer time for the UE to receive enough encoded

packets to decode the original packets. As a result, the delay

incurred by the RCDC scheme under the large batch size regime

becomes larger than that of the DC-OS scheme. It also can be

seen that by using the sub-block encoding scheme, the RCDC-

OB scheme achieves the best performance under all conditions.

Finally, we investigate the effect of channel conditions on

the delay performance shown in Fig. 15, especially consider-

ing the pathloss effects. In this simulation, we fix the distance

between the SeNB and UE to be 100 meters and consider two

distance settings between the MeNB and UE, namely 100

meters and 1000 meters, which represents two different link

states of the DC network respectively. As shown in Fig. 15(a),

the average delivery delays achieved by the DC-FIX scheme

always causes a large delay compared with other schemes.

The DC-OS scheme performs better than the RCDC scheme

in a short distance scenario with the optimal split rate. How-

ever, the DC-OS scheme in the large distance scenario is

larger than that in the short distance scenario, and the variation

is also more significant while the RCDC scheme achieves a

small variation under two scenarios. The RCDC-OB scheme

has a quite similar performance under both scenarios in deliv-

ery delay and a small increment of the variation. In addition,

the cumulative distribution functions in delivery delay for dif-

ferent schemes are shown in Fig. 15(b). In some cases, the

DC-FIX and DC-OS schemes can have a lower delivery delay

which indicates that the conventional DC schemes can achieve

a lower delay under the better channel conditions (e.g., the dis-

tance between the MeNB and UE is small), even better than

our proposed RCDC scheme that requires extra time for wait-

ing the enough packets for whole batch. However, when the

distance between the MeNB and UE is large, i.e., the channel

condition becomes worse, the DC-OS scheme cannot accu-

rately control the split rate, so that the delay is distributed in a

wide range, while the RCDC-OB can achieve a relatively low

and stable delay in both distance setting.

Fig. 12. Instantaneous delivery delay with different schemes.

Fig. 13. Average delivery delay and standard deviation under different X2
link latency.

Fig. 14. Average delivery delay with different batch size.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the RCDC scheme for the DC

network to simplify the transmission management for DC net-

work and to address the out-of-order packet delivery problem

caused by the non-ideal X2 backhaul and dynamic link condi-

tions between the eNBs and UE. The early encoding method is

proposed for a dedicated RCDC layer to improve the link utiliza-

tion of the SeNB, and thus the extra delay caused by the non-

ideal backhaul link can be mitigated, especially when the data

load is high. We have developed mathematical models for ana-

lyzing the delivery delay performance of the RCDC scheme as

well as the DC-OS scheme, and proposed an enhanced RCDC-

OB scheme to reduce the delivery delay. Extensive simulations

have been conducted to demonstrate that the proposed schemes

achieve better performances than the conventional DC scheme

under different network conditions. In the future, the proposed

method can be utilized in multiple-channel networks, especially

in the mobile condition, such as vehicular networking with mul-

tiple data pipes, to reach the optimal delivery delay.
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